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Angeles artist’s second solo with the gallery.

Set up photographs ALEX ISRAEL CUT-OUTS 23.09.2022 — 09.10.2022 STOCKHOLM, HOSPITALET
Courtesy the artist & gallery

This present is the closest I’ve come to presenting a physique of works on paper. I
take advantage of the time period ‘works on paper’ frivolously as a result of Sintra
is skinny however it isn’t precisely paper, there isn’t a hand within the works (the
medium is often related to the handmade/intimate contact of the artist) and since
the works aren’t research (one other frequent operate of the work on paper). My
cutouts are extra works ‘in’ paper, as they’re sculptural of their stacked/layered
compositions, versus being pictures on flat sheet-like surfaces.
Their ‘drawing’ is completed utilizing pc graphics and a laser cutter. And they’re
painted with airbrushed acrylic paint earlier than their components are
assembled/adhered collectively. The colour palette is impressed by Matisse’s Jazz
Portflio (a ebook of prints produced from his “cut-outs” or cut-paper collages ).
The “Solo” Self-Portrait graphic was used to announce my 2019 present at
ReenaSpaulings, through which my holographic avatar carried out a jazz solo on
alto saxophone—therefore the connection to Matisse’s jazz portfolio.
My self-portraits and waves are my most iconic symbols/graphics/logos, which
got here out of my on-line
talk-show As It Lays and my teen surf film SPF-18, respectively…and the fin is a
more moderen addition to
my lexicon (it first appeared as an appendage to my Louis Vuitton purse, after
which because the “A” in my
LA 2028 Olympics Emblem.
Alex Israel
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A local of Los Angeles, Alex Israel’s follow endorses the iconography, movie business and celeb tradition
of his hometown. With the goal to evoke the expertise of ‘Hollywooding’, his work, sculptures and movies
rejoice the cultural mythos of Los Angeles and posit town on the centre of the American Dream. Teeming
with idealism, Alex Israel’s works replicate upon cultural evolution, digitization and the way forward for
leisure.
Using the wave of social media the place ‘expertise’ and ‘self-promotion’ have turn out to be virtually
interchangeable, Alex Israel sees himself as a complacent product of LA leisure business because it
shifts from previous Hollywood to Influencer tradition:

A wave of selfies, self- branding, and visibility was simply showing on the horizon,
and I made a decision to surf it. I embraced the emblem as an emblem for my
work, embraced myself as a model, and finally introduced Self-Portrait into the
world as an artwork object and in addition as a sticker, a billboard, a mural, a
postcard, a pin, a keychain, and a baggage tag.
– Alex Israel, Storage, Could 2020
Alex Israel started his iconic Self-Portrait collection in 2011. The primary Self-Portrait was initially
conceived as a digital emblem for his on-line speak present As It Lays, which options Los Angeles-based
celebrities, together with Paris Hilton, Tom Hanks and Melanie Griffith amongst many different luminaries.
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Israel’s graphic silhouette sporting sun shades by Freeway Eyewear – the model he based in 2010 – was
quickly developed right into a collection of bright-coloured work produced in fiberglass and airbrushed
acrylic paint – supplies used to make surfboards and film units in LA.
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I needed my Self-Portrait to feel and appear like Los Angeles,”
explains the artist,

to seize that stardust in my work.
Alex Israel’s Self Portrait turned each a self- selling emblem in addition to an exploration of all the pieces
thrilling and trite concerning the Southern California’s aesthetic.
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Alex Israel, Minimize Outs, twenty third September — ninth October
2022, Carl Kostyál Stockholm
Concerning the artist
Alex Israel (b. 1982) lives and works in Los Angeles, California. He acquired a BA in 2003 from Yale
College, New Haven, Connecticut, and an MFA in 2010 from the College of Southern California, Los
Angeles. Latest solo exhibitions embody The Bass Museum of Artwork, Miami Seaside (2021); Fosun
Basis, Shanghai (2021); Greene Naftali, New York (2019); MAMO, Marseille (2019); Astrup Fearnley
Museet, Oslo (2016); The Jewish Museum, New York (2016); and Nasher Sculpture Middle, Dallas (2015).
His first solo exhibition at Carl Kostyál was in Stockholm in 2013 on the gallery’s former house
Isbrytaren.
His work is within the assortment of the Moderna Museet, Stockholm; Astrup Fearnley Museet, Oslo;
Centre Pompidou, Paris; Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Backyard, Washington, DC; Los Angeles
County Museum of Artwork; Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam; Museum of Up to date
Artwork, Los Angeles; The Museum of Fashionable Artwork, New York; Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, New York; and the Whitney Museum of American Artwork, New York, amongst others.
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Jess Valice’s debut solo present in London will open at Carl Kostyál, 12a Savile Row on Wednesday, April
sixth, personal […]

Carl Kostyál Stockholm has simply opened ‘Me and My Uncle’, Travis Fish’s debut solo exhibition with the
gallery

Alex Israel x Snapchat have an exhibition at The Bass Museum of works that use Snap’s augmented
actuality (AR) expertise to deliver Alex Israel’s Self-Portraits to […]

Carl Kostyál will open an exhibition of latest works by Hungarian-born, London-based artist Szabolcs
Bozó on August twenty sixth.
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